Doctoral CGDE Workshop: Call for Papers

Dear members of the CGDE network,

We invite you to submit your papers to the 9th Doctoral CGDE Workshop to be held at

Otto von Guericke University Magdeburg

on

March 3–4, 2022

The workshop will start around noon and will end the next day in the afternoon. The workshop is planned as an in-person event under “2-G”-rules (fully vaccinated or recovered), unless the COVID-19 pandemic and rules for its containment require otherwise.

There will be 50 minutes for each paper. This includes presentation, comments provided by a discussant (planned), and the general discussion. In the evening of March 3, an informal get-together at a local pub is planned to continue discussion with the CGDE network members.

Please submit your paper (extended abstract) until January 31, 2022 to: gina.gierk@ovgu.de

The program will be communicated in the 2nd half of February at: http://cgde.wifa.uni-leipzig.de

All PhD students and Post-Docs in the network are encouraged to submit their papers. Senior researchers are also cordially invited to participate.

We look forward to seeing you in Magdeburg,

Uwe Cantner, Oliver Holtemöller, Michael Kvasnicka, Thomas Steger, Marcel Thum,
FSU Jena, IWH & MLU Halle-Wittenberg, OvGU Magdeburg, Leipzig University, ifo Dresden & TU Dresden